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ABSTRACT—With the rapid advances of modern technology, projectors are widely being adopted in many fields, such as school education, modern business conference and domestic entertainment. This paper presents an Wireless presentation management system. Wireless projection technology has made a quantum leap forward in terms of portability, ease of use, performance and functionality. Embedded system substitutes for the personal computer system, the latter usually plays role of player for projector nowadays. The player system solves the problem of cable complex layout of projector by using the wireless network. In our proposed method we are projecting videos, audio and any data remotely to the ARM board which is connected to the projector from a laptop where the ARM processor and our system is connected through Wi-Fi, so that we can communicate with the projector from remote locations by typing the IP address of the corresponding ARM board, and we can transfer the audio, video through Wi-Fi module at the receiving end router connected to ARM board will receive signals and send to the projector, here we are using a low cost system. It has advantages of low cost, low power consumption, and high convenient.
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1, INTRODUCTION

The main task of the projection device is to project videos or images on a local screen for the usage of many people. Recently, it has widespread usage at different places to intended to reach the crowd such as education and training environments and stages or squares in addition to conference rooms. Users who are going to present their project or demos, they have to connect their laptops to the projection device by using cables like Digital Visual interface (DVI), High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI), Visual Graphic Array (VGA). However that brings some of disadvantages and challenges. By linking cables not only time consuming but also complexity. Also, some computer’s output and projection device’s input standards may be discrete. Also, some users who doesn’t have own laptops and intends to make presentation over flash discs request to use USB ports on projection device. In that situation some problems reveals such as inadequate software support to play or maybe device has no USB ports as integrated. Secondly it damages the cables obstruct to carry out the presentation. Even more, some of the computer’s output and projection device’s input standards may be different. Wireless projectors give you the flexibility to move around the room while giving a presentation or stand to one side of the screen while the projector sits in the middle of the room. When the term ‘wireless’ is used in conjunction with a projector, it refers to the way the projector...
accepts images from a source. Wireless projectors are different to non wireless projectors because they use 802.11b (11 megabits per second) or 802.11g (54 megabits per second) wireless protocols to receive data from a computer or other source that has the same wireless capabilities. Remember that although these projectors are called “wireless” projectors, they do still need at least one wire. No projector is capable of ever being entirely wireless as all projectors need to be powered by a mains cable plugged into a power source. Still, removing the wires needed for connections to the network or to image sources has many benefits which are described in more detail below.

2, SYSTEM ANALYSIS

2.1 Existing System

In existing method, in which wired projector is used to project videos or images on a local screen for the use of many people. Nowadays, it has widespread usage at the places intended to reach crowd such as education and training environments, stages or squares in addition to conference rooms. Users who are going to present, connect their own laptops to the projection device respectively by cables in some standards such as DVI, HDMI, and VGA. However that brings some constraints and challenges.

Secondly, damages on the cables obstruct to carry out the presentation, to solve the problems, advanced projection devices with built-in full supported operating system and USB ports should be used in stages. But this orientation wills be expensive. There is a 5 times difference in price.

Figure.1 Block Diagram of Existing System

2.2 Proposed System

In proposed method we are projecting videos ,audio and any data remotely to the ARM board which is connected to the projector from a laptop where the ARM processor
and our system is connected through Wi-Fi, so that we can communicate with the projector from remote locations by typing the IP address of the corresponding ARM board, and we can transfer the audio, video through Wi-Fi module at the receiving side of the router connected to ARM board will receive signals and send to the projector, here we are using a low cost system to implement this project. My system is designed by using ARM 32-bit micro controller which will support different features and algorithms for the development of automotive systems.

**Figure 2 Block Diagram of Proposed System**

3, HARDWARE MODULES

In this paper having the hardware components under this brief idea of Raspberry Pi, Power supply Projectors, HDMI Cable and ARM11 Architecture.

3.1 Raspberry Pi

The Raspberry Pi is a credit-card sized Board that plugs into your TV and a keyboard. It is a capable of a little computer which can be used in controlling, electronics projects and for many of the things that your desktop PC does, like spreadsheets, games. The Raspberry Pi is manufactured in three board configurations through licensed manufacturing deals with Premier Farnell, RS Components & Egoman. These companies sell the Raspberry Pi online. The Raspberry Pi has a BCM2835 system on a chip (SoC), which includes an ARM1176JZFS 700 MHz processor, Video Core IV General Processing Unit, and was originally shipped with 256 megabytes of RAM & later upgraded (Model B & Model B+) to 512 MB. It does not include a built-in hard disk, but it
uses a Storage Device card for booting and persistent storage, with the Model B+ using a Micro SD. The below figure shows the Raspberry pi board.

![Raspberry Pi Board](image)

**Figure.3 Raspberry Pi Board**

**Raspberry pi(model B) features:**

- Broadcom BCM2835 with 700MHz ARM1176JZFS processor with Video core 4 GPU and FPU.
- 512Mega Bytes of RAM.
- Boots from Storage Device card, running a version of the Linux operating system.
- 10/100 Base T Ethernet socket.
- High-Definition Multimedia Interface video socket.
- 2 x USB 2.0 sockets.
- RCA composite video socket.
- SDHC Class 6 Card.
- Storage Device card socket.
- Powered with micro USB socket.
- 3.5mm audio out jack.
- Raspberry pi Size: 85.6 x 53.98 x 17mm.

The following essentials are necessary to start a Raspberry pi:

- SD card which contains Linux Operating system.
- USB cable and keyboard.
- TV or monitor (with HDMI, DVI, Composite or SCART input).
- Power supply (+5V).
- Video cable can be used to connect to TV or monitor.
3.2 Cables

You will need one or more cables to connect your Raspberry pi system.

- HDMI-A cable and DVI adapter.
- Composite video cable and SCART adapter.
- Audio cable (not needed if you use the HDMI video connection to a TV).
- Ethernet or LAN cable.
- HDMI cables deliver the uncompressed high definition audio and video.
- HDMI cable is a high-quality cable for featuring multi-stranded copper conductors for the highest possible signal strength and maximum frequency response.
- HDMI cable Featured is corrosion-resistant gold connector ensuring high conductivity for the best possible picture while when supporting the highest resolution standards.
3.3 Projector

LCD projectors are the systems that display or project information or video onto a surface. LCD stands for liquid crystal display and the technology is used to project images. They are technology descendants of overhead and slide projectors, older systems also serve the same purpose. They are also most commonly used for displaying images in presentations or lectures, but also used in home theaters. Video signals are comprised of three colors i.e., red, blue and green. LCD projectors contain a separate glass panel for each. Each panel consists of two plates of glass with a layer of liquid crystals between them. If when a charge is applied, the crystals open to allow light through or close to block it. This opening and closing of pixels then if forms the image.

![Figure 5 Projector]

3.4 Memory Card

The SD card is a key part of the Raspberry Pi and it provides the initial storage for the Operating System and files. Storage can be extended in Raspberry pi through many types of USB connected peripherals. When the Raspberry Pi is 'switched on', i.e. it is connected to a power supply, a special piece of code called the boot loader is executed, which reads code from the SD card and is used to start up the Raspberry Pi. If there is no SD card inserted in Raspberry Pi, it will not start. push in or pull out cannot be done when an SD card is inserted in the Raspberry Pi which connected to the power, which will be corrupted the SD card data in Raspberry pi. The SD card must be formatted, or written to, that means Raspberry Pi needs to read the data when it needs to start properly. If you are new to this check the instructions then buy a pre-formatted SD card.

One advantage of using an SD card like this is that you can have several SD cards, each with a different operating system (OS), or with a different purpose. Simply switch off the power, switch cards, and reconnect the power. When you have a different computer to play with. Please note the point in mind that the maximum throughput of card reader of the Raspberry Pi is 25 MB/s and that most likely read and write speed won't exceed 22MB/s. As the Raspberry Pi has no internal storage and no built-in operating system (OS) it
requires an SD card and it can be preloaded with a version of the Linux Operating System. The below figure shows the models of the SD card.

**Figure.6 SD Card Models**

4. SOFTWARE

4.1 Linux OS

Linux is a free and open source programming working framework for Personal computers. The working framework is a gathering of the fundamental directions that tell the electronic parts of the PC what to do and how to function. Free and open source programming (FOSS) implies that everybody has the flexibility to utilize it, perceive how it works, and changes it. A Linux-based system is a modular Unix-like operating system. It derives much of its basic design from principles established in UNIX during the 1970s and 1980s. Such a system uses a monolithic kernel, the Linux kernel, which handles process control, networking, and peripheral and file system access. Device drivers are either integrated directly with the kernel or added as modules loaded while the system is running.

**Figure.7 Architecture of Linux Operating System**
4.2 Qt for Embedded Linux

Qt is a cross-stage application structure that is generally utilized for creating application programming with a graphical client interface (GUI) (in which cases Qt is named a widget toolbox), furthermore utilized for growing non-GUI projects. Qt utilizes standard C++ yet makes broad utilization of an uncommon code generator (called the Meta Object Compiler, or moc) together with a few macros to enhance the dialect. Qt can likewise be utilized as a part of a few other programming dialects by means of dialect ties. It keeps running on the real desktop stages and a portion of the versatile stages. It has broad internationalization support. Non-GUI elements incorporate SQL database access, XML parsing; String administration, system backing, and a bound together cross-stage application programming interface (API) for record taking care of.

5, IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

This figure shows the how all the devices which are connected to the Raspberry Pi Board.

![Figure 8: Raspberry Pi is connected to all peripherals](image1)

This figure shows how projector is connected to Raspberry Pi

![Figure 9: Projector is connected to Raspberry Pi](image2)
This figure shows how it displays text in the image

![Image of Raspberry Pi](image-url)

Figure.10 Displaying text by using Raspberry pi

6, CONCULSION AND FUTUREWORK

6.1Conclusion

The present education system depends a lot on technology-aided teaching. Hence there is a requirement of many laptops. But one realizes that most of the functionality of these laptops is under-utilized as the sole purpose of these laptops is storing and projecting slides. A user interface can be designed for this device for remote access, thus adding to professors’ convenience. Moreover, Raspberry pi can also be controlled by using smart phone applications for easy navigation. This device can be used for presentations used in seminars, or for educational purposes in schools or colleges, or for entertainment purposes. Also, this device can be used to for storing data which has been sent from remote locations.

6.2Future Work

1. Raspberry Pi using a battery. For now, the Raspberry Pi needs to be connected to the power supply via the USB power port. But in case the power goes off, it would turn off the Pi abruptly. So, it would be better if the Raspberry Pi is connected to a backup battery power supply.

2. Another future scope is powering that this paper uses Linux os, hence in future instead of using Linux os we use Windows os for user friendly.
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